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not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.”

     Do you think the average Christian who reads that scripture and related portions, or hears it in
sermons believes it could apply to him?  Seldom, if ever!  Because as it said: he “knowest not.’

     And the other descriptions in the passage referred to surely can’t be meant literally as
applying to the vast majority of today’s church–can it?  But it does, and I would be surprised if
there is 1 in 100 that is not included in the indictment.

     Why, then, in a general sense does this shameful condition exist?  Because most of our
professed knowledge and testimony is feigned or simulated–talked and lived in the flesh–without
the spiritual acuity to reverently believe the gravity of God’s principles and teaching; especially
its (His) demands for our loyal obedience and conformity.

     Please listen, if you would, to the distinct words of 1Cor. 1:10, wherein God (through Paul)
explicitly enjoins the church to come to doctrinal unity–oneness of mind:
“ Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same
thing, and that there be no divisions among you; but that ye be perfectly joined together in the
same mind and in the same judgment.”

     Do you think there are not literally thousands of sermons and lectures containing many of the
right words, delivered by Christian pastors and others, who are nonetheless seriously guilty of
the condemning charges of the Rev. 3 prophecy?  A Christian who is in fact wrong about
anything as serious as those things enumerated, should have a long time before been sensitive to
whatever corrupting influences he was exposed to, and let himself capitulate to.

     So that what might have been, or should be, spiritually nurturing and edifying became
instead, dead orthodoxy, and the church extant little more than a shell or corpse of the new
testament model (Acts 2:41-47).

     Is there any real reformation going on in the church?  Not only is there no concerted, or
widespread effort, there is little evidence of anything happening to help revive it (the church in
general , and scarcely locally).

     So what are all its activities (works) accomplishing?  Isn’t it producing results after its own
kind?  Reflecting centuries of degeneration because of deviation from the sound doctrine
received from the apostles, and from the early church practices established 
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